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Re:∴File No. S7-744

Dear Mr. Fitzsimmons:

As the Cormission knows. this firm is principa|
OutSide counsel to the Chicago Board Options Exchange, Incor-

POrated (CBOE〉　and we assisted CBOE in the preparation of

its　|etter dated September　22, 1978. in File No. S7葛744

(CBOE coIment. letter). This letter is諒i亡ten in the name

Of our firm because in part it reflects matters that are

PeCuliar|y within our professional experience.　However′

you may regard it as an additional statement in support
Of CBOE's position on the question of the New York Stock

Exchange's (NYSE) creation of an options marke亡.

This letter deals only with the competitive aspect

Of that question, aS distinguished from other regulatory

COnCernS discussed in the CBOE corment letter.　工n particu-

lar it is addressed to the NYSEIs contentions in its letter

dated September　22, |978 (NYSE corment letter) to the effect

that preventing the NYSE from creating a sixth competing

OPtions market would be contrary to the procompeヒitive

POlicy of the 1934 Act, and that such dominance as the NYSE
m王ght achieve would be the result of its providing a supe-

重io重　markeと.

Even if it be assumed that the NYSEIs dominance

ln stock trading cou|d have been achieved entirely through

competitive merit (ignoring its history of anticompetitive
and monopoly-PrOteCting practices) , its achieving dominance

王n options trading c|ear|y would no亡　be dependent on compeト

itive merit.　Nor would it be dependent on the NYSE or any

Of its members engaging in de|iberately anticompetitive

Practices, although there would certainly be opportunities
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for such, Which would be difficult t° detect and to regu-

late.　Rather, in view of the NYSEIs urmatched power and

請書評語甜計器諾, ○詰豊1三豊悪書亡霊
豊霊n霊罵言露語詩語薄塩。B豊島‡窪SE ’8
StOCks would almost inevitablv extend to opヒions trading,

謹言器嵩O皿冒詳説嵩n計器。豊諾荒土言霊。罵ふれ
its monopoly position in the trading of　|isted stocks and

∞uld be the death knell of the policy favoring competition

amon9　markets.

|n considering what is like|y to happen in the

future, We believe it is important to reca|| what has hap-

Pened in the stock markets during the past forty years and
in the options markets during the past six years, leading

to the monopo|y that exists today in the fomer and the
COmPetition that exists today in the latter.

A.　NYSE's monopo|y position in stock

trading and goverrmental efforts

七〇　d王lute it.

Basic facts concerning the NYSE's monopoly posi-

tion are contained in the CBOE comment　|etter, the American

Stock Exchange's letter of September　29, 1978 (AMEX corment

|etter) and other materia|s in∴File S7-744. Following are

SOme highlights of the history of the NYSE-s activities

in achieving and protecting its monopoly position and of

governmental efforts to foster competition:

l.　The 1934　Act had the effect of drastica|1y

Curtailing the ro|e of the regiona| exchanges as primary

markets for stocks of sma||er or∴regional companies (See

Report of the Special Study of Securiヒies∴Markets′　Part

2, PP. 917-18). When these exchanges∴turned to multiple

trading of NYSE-1isted stocks, the NYSE attempted to stifle

the competitive threat by using its r,egu|atory power over

its members in such a way as to thwart markeトmaking on

regional exchanges. In 194l, in∴the Multip|e Trading Case′

the Cormission emphatically asserted the public interest

in competitive markets and rejected the NYSE's proposed

重ule.

2. In 1963, the Special Study exp10red the roles

of the third market and the regional exchanges in the trad-

ing of NYSE-1isted stocks (Repo重t, Part　2, PP. 9|0-16′
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937-42主It discussed the NvSEIs contention that both foms

of competition did more harm than good by causing fragmen-

tationI but concluded that1 0n balance′ the benefits of

competition outweighed the benefits of concentration (id・・

pa重七2, Pp. 954-57)・

3. The Special Study also expIored the subjects

of automation and institutional trading. As to autOmation′

the Special Study found c|ear indications that the NYSE

not only had not moved forward significantly but had actu-

ally stifled forward movement (id.・ Part 2′ PP. 190-20l′

353-54). As to institutionalization′ the Special Study

showed tha仁the NYSE's failure even tO introduce any kind

of vo|ume discount into its fixed commission structure was

driving stock trading into indefensib|y artificial patterns

(id., pa亡亡2, pp. 311-21)・

4. After 1963. the NYSE continued to protect

its monopoly. It was nOt a leader in innovation -葛Certainly

not comenSurately with its resources or POSition in the
industry一一but was quick to imitate and exp|oit the innova-

tions of others. It waS uSua||y a re|uctant follower at

best in efforts to create industry-Wide facilities that

might enhance intermarket competition′ COOPerating only

when it became clear that the facilities would be created

without its participation and/or that it could dominate

七hem.

5. The 1975 Amendments strongly reaffirmed the

governmenta| policy favoring intermarket competition and

gave the Comission more explicit powers to carry Out this
policy. Yet the NYSEIs monopoly position is as strong aS
everl With the third market having a great|y diminished

role compared with a decade ago and the fewi remaining re-

盤嵩Ⅹ謀器亡…器詰。晋a聖霊ri謹書′ (霊調整
taining economica|ly viable options markets). Nor has com-

petition been introduced into narkeトmaking in stocks:

the NYSE〃s specialistsI With one |imited exception′ Sti11

have no competition on the NYSE floor・

B.　The competitive situation in op-

tions trading and governmental

生壁OrtS tO enhance it.　　　臆臆臆臆臆

Basic facts as to relative market shares for all

options c|asses and for multiply-traded c|asses are set

forth in the CBOE cOment |etter・ But again′ it is worth
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recalling some highlights of history -- SO utterly different

from the history of stock trading ○○ leading to the current

Si亡ua亡i°n;

l. In 1973, CBOE created the first options ex-

change. It was a pilot in every sense, because it invo|ved

many major innovations and/Or departures from familiar and
tried　亡rading mechanisms.冒he innovations proved so sound′

and the pilot so astonishing|y successfu|, that would-be

COmPetitors very promptly appeared. (The NYSE was not among

them; it evidently preferred to wait unti工　all research

and development costs and risks had been borne by others′

SO that permanence and sca|e of the options market′　COmen-

surate with the NYSEIs stature, WOuld be assured before

it started its own venture.)

2.　CBOE's innovations included separating the

broker∴and dealer functions of traditional specialists and

turning the latter function into a high|y compe亡itive one

within a∴Sing|e exchange f|oor. CBOE fe|t at the time that

this structure　--　a universal auction with competing markeト

mkers on a single f|00r ○○ might serve as a prototype for

the　一一central market system'一　toward which the Commission

had already begun to bend its efforts (Per its 1972 Policy

Statement) even before Congress made it a specific policy
objective in the 1975 Amendments. However′　the Commission

declined to accept this view and, instead, forcefully reaf一

書誌‡書誌c書き諾e詰霊。詫許諾講。轟霊
exchangesI the Commission permitted expansion of CBOEIs

pi|ot on|y on condition that CBOE wou|d satisfactori|y ad-
dress itself to achievement of a common clearing system.

As a result′　the CBOE Clearing Corporation一一One Of CBOEis

basic innovations, Whose novel functioning was crucial for

creating fungible options and making a secondary market vi-

ab|e --　became The Options Clearing Corporation, OWned

equa11y by a11 options exchanges and contro||ed by none

O亡　them.

3. Although multiple trad主ng in options has been

limited in scope, intemarket competition remains strong.
No options exchange dominates the marketl in re室ources or

market sha重e′　aS the NYSE dominates the stock market. No

options exchange dominates any essential industry-Wide

facility as does the NYSE′　and none has more than a minor

share of trading volume in the underlying stock market.

(Indeed, CBOE and the AMEX do not have any market in the
stocks under|ying their options.) Innovation in methods
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as∴Wel|　as products is a constant∴source of rivalry′　and

the competing exchanges are contimously cha|lenged to
develop new and more efficient operating and regulatory

SyStemS・ Experience with multiple trading has demonstrated′

however, that even in options trading the　"primary market”

COnCePt (discussed in the CBOE comment　|etter at pp. 12′

3|) is the major determinant of order f|ow, While at the

same time the normal test of primacy is∴a majority of order

flow.　The resu|t is that order flow tends to beget order

f|ow in snowballing fashion, and a majority share can read-

i|y ratchet into an overwhelming share.

C.　Why NYSE's creation of an options

market would further entrench its

monopo|y in stock trading and al-

most inevitably extend it to op-

tions trading.

It is disingenuous for the NYSE to refer to itself

as being just a　調sixth competitor“ and therefore addin9

to competition.冒he NYSE w°uld be utter|y differen亡　from

any or all of the existin9　five competitors一-　§O utterly

different that it is more rea|istic to think of some or

a|l of the existing five competitors being taken out of′

rather than a sixth being added to, the fie|d of competi-

tion.

冒he NYSE●s entry into the options market wou|d

not merely調burden" competition within the meaning of the

1934 Act; there are very strong reasons to believe that

it would turn what is now a competitive market (and, When

and as it becomes feasible to introduce appropriate national

market system facilities′　COuld become much more competi-

tive) into one that wou|d be as monopo|istica|ly dominated

as the stock market.　And this would be likely to happen

whether the NYSE were to proceed by building or acquiring′

whether or not it initially introduced side-by-Side trading

Or COmbined markeトmaking, and quite apart from any past

or future use of specifica||y anticompetitive tactics.★

It wou|d be likely to come about for the fundamenta|, in-
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herenヒ　reasons s亡ated in the CBOE and∴AMEX comment letters

and summarized below, SOme Of which (ParS. l-5) simply re-

flect the NYSE's overwhelming power and resources, tangib|e

and intangible, and others of which (ParS. 6-10) derive

from the cIose interrelationships between stocks and stock

markets on the one hand and options and options markets

On the other hand.

In considering these reasons. it is∴WOr亡h noting

at the outset that there is no simple cause-and-effect rela-

tionship among them. in the sense that the NYSE's predom-

inant power∴reSu|ts from factors A, B. C and D. etc., Or

that such power produces consequences M′　N′　O and P′　etC.

Rather′　there is　-置　historically′　Currently and prospective|y　--

a complex interweaving of causes and effects.　One could

Start With almost any of the points　|isted below and show

that it synergistical|y contributes to, and is contributed

to by, eVery Other.

l.　冒he NYSE presently enjoys　一一primary market一,

StatuS Par eXCellence.　工t has∴the overwhelmingly　|argest

Order flow in its listed stocks, including virtua|ly all

StOCks under|ying listed options; and since order flow

begets order flow, COmPeting s亡OCk markets are hard put

to ho|d their own order flow, let∴a|one cut into the NYSEIs.

As a resu|t of the NYSE’s primary market status in respect

Of the leading corporate stocks′ it has achieved llnmatChed

PreStige and publicity.　同e ”Big Board’’ stands out by

itself in the eyes of the corporate community, the financial

COrmuni亡y and the investing cormunity.　NYSE quotations

and transaction reports are far more generally avai|ab|e

than those of any other market.　冒he NYSE's primary market

Sta亡us∴also serves brokers and other fiduciaries defensively′

because they fee|　safer from criticism or complaint if they

routinely go to the we11-Pub|icized primary market, thus

further∴reinforcing that status.*

★　Indeed, reCent eXPeriences with the Intermarket Trading

System (ITS) -- in which regiona|　exchanges find that orders

f|ow∴to the NYSE even when a∴regiona|　exchange is making

圭嘉書eこ3書誌…笥,皇訪講書亡霊品謹′s霊。2三㍍。r ,
Oct. 16, 1978. p. 6. and Oct. 2, 1978, P. 6) 〇一demonstrate

the continuing gravitationa| pu|l of the name ”NYSE” on

stock　°rde重　flow.
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2.　The NYSE has financia|　resources and revenues

greatly exceeding those of any o亡her exchange.* It can

build automated systems′　eXPand capacity, Subsidize parti-

Cular functions, Outbid others in hiring and retaining ex-

Perienced personne|, and in many other ways outstrip and
OVerWhe|m competitors having much more limited resources.

3.　The NYSE membership dominates the brokerage

COrmunity and basica|ly constitutes the power∴structure

Of the financial community.　工ts leadership is physica11y

concentrated in New York and its offices, faci|ities and
SyStemS are far better equipped to hand|e NYSE business

than any other.　The we|fare and prosperity of the NYSE

are much more important to the member community than any

Other exchangeIs.　The self-regulatory system of the NYSE

applies to its member firms virtually to the exc|usion of

that of any other exchange.

4.　The NYSEIs specialists have informational

advantages and markeトadministering capability (especial|y

at openings〉　that are unmatched elsewhere and that can be

used for the benefit of∴the NYSE and to the detriment of

COmPeting markets.　They also have unmatched financial re-

SOurCeS, Which can be used to subsidize competitive func-

tions or can be concentrated at c重itica| places and times

SO aS tO OutmatCh the resources that compe亡itors can bring

to bear.　The importance t° member firms of maintaining

good relations∴With NYSE specialists, because of their

enormous capabi|ity of faci|itating the firms'　hand|ing

Of complex transactions, muSt also be counted as a unique

resource of∴the NYSE.

5.　冒he NYSE dominates major automated systems

for channeling orders, disseminating quotations and market
information and expediting the c|earing of transactions

and movement of securities.　工n some instances∴this may

*　|n its corment letter′　the NYSE attempted to minimize

the impact of its financia|　resources by claiming (P. |5)

that　90%　of its 1977　tota|　revenues were I-absorbedI'　by l-ex-

Penditures∴relating to the principal function of maintaining

the primary marketp|ace for　|isted stocks.一’ But even 10%

Of the NYSEis 1977　tota|　revenues is significant compared

to the total revenues of the options exchanges. all of which

(excep亡CBOE) must also spend part of their∴reVenueS tO

OPerate their equity markets.
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be the result of innovation; in most′ it simply reflects

OVerWhelming size. resources and power and also contributes

to continuing dominance.

6.　The universe of stocks eligible for options

trading is very much smaller than the universe of corporate

StOCks.　The NYSE overwhe|mingly dominates　一〇 With an aver-

age market share of over　80%一〇 the trading of virtually

every corporate stock tha亡is presently an underlying stock

or that is ever like|y to be regarded as eligib|e and suit-

able.

7.　Options are　一’derivative’一　or dependent secu-

rities in relation to stocks.　Under|ying stock price move-

ments have much greater impact on op亡ions price movements

than vice-VerSa; and　'一market information’’ as to the under-

1ying stock marke亡, and advantages derivable therefrom′

are of far greater significance for profitable participation

in the options market than vice-VerSa.

8. Option prices (Premiums) are typica|1y only

a sma|1 fraction of under|ying sヒOCk prices.　For∴this and

other∴reaSOnS, the amount of dol|ars invo|ved in op亡ions

trading is a small fraction of the amount invo|ved in under-

1ying stock trading; and the gravi亡ational pul| of stock

do11ars on order flow wil| always be greater (Other things

being equa|) than the gravitational pu|l of options do|lars.

9. Market information advantages, in∴addition

to bearing on∴regu|atory concerns (See the CBOE comment

|etter. at pp. 22-24〉, may have important competitive signif-

icance. As the overwhelming|y predominant market for under-

1ying stocks, the NYSE is by far the most important source

of non-Public market information. NYSE options f|oor mem-

bers are much more |ikely to have access∴to such information

than floor members of any other opヒions exchangeI and in-

vestors and their brokers will be more　|ikely to share in

that advantage′　Or at least wi|| have the perception that

they are more |ike|y to share in it′ if they send orders

to the NYSE options market rather than to any other options

ma重ke亡.

|O. InvestorsI PrOfessiona| and non-PrOfessional′

increasingly make use of combined orders.冒he pattem of

Order flow is more fixed in respect of underlying stocks

than in respect of options一一if only because the options

market came into being very recently -- and it is fixed

overwhelming|y in the direction of the NYSE. It is virtu-
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ally a foregone conclusion that combined orders wou|d tend

to gravitate to the NYSE rather than to any present options

exchange　--　eSPeCia||y the two major ones, CBOE and the

AMEX. that do not trade their underlying securities at a||.

D.　Potential for anticompetitive

亡acとics.

Al1 0f the above are inherent, inescapable fea-

tures of the situation that would exist if one of six op-

tions exchanges were to have the overwhelming resources,

tangible and intangible′　Of the NYSE and were the overwhelm-

ingly dominant market in virtua|ly every underlying stock

for options classes traded anywhere.　Even without assuming

any affirmative resort to anticompetitive tactics. it is

difficult to see what wou|d keep the NYSE's monopo|y posi-

tion in stocks from extending sooner or　|ater to options.

But, aS brought out in the CBOE and AMEX comment letters′

there would, additionally, be many possibilities for∴anti-

competitive activities on the part of the NYSE and its

SPeCialists that would tend to assure and reinforce the

Same reSu|t.

E.　Significance of　"separate"　stock

and options markets.

There may be a misconception in some quarters　--

POS§ib|y even wi亡hin the Commission --　that the NYSB-s crea-

tion of an options market would not be a threat∴to compe-

tition in options trading if that market were　"separate"

from the NYSEIs∴StOCk market and side-by-Side trading or

COmbined market-making were not invo|ved.　There are at

least two basic answers.

First′　aS forcefu|ly developed at pp. 25-35　of

the AMEX comment letter (CBOE having stated the same con-

C|usion in fn. **　at p. 37　of its comment　|etter〉, there

are strong reasons to believe that the NYSE wou|d not pro-

Ceed to create an options market except∴with the expectation

Of ultimate|y integrating it with its stock market.　Not

Only do the NYSE's own filings give strong indication of

this, but it is doubtful that there wou|d be financial

COrmunity support for a new options market that∴would not

PrOVide a significant new dimension such as side-by-Side
trading or combined market-making.

But even assuming a permanent separation of trad-

ing floors′ in the sense of a significant physical distance
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Of interests. or even an absence of intermarket communica-

tions.　The NYSE obviously intends any options market cre-

ated by it to be an integral part of its corporate complex.

A|1 of the great resources that now∴reflect and contribute

to its dominance in stock trading would become resources

Of its options market.　The factors enumerated at pp. 6-9

above that now motivate member firms to channe|　their order

flow in under|ying stocks overwhelming|y to the NYSE wou|d

tend to carry over to an affiliated options market as wel|.

Even the advantages derived from the powerful position and

resources of NYSE stock specia|ists would tend to carry over

to an affiliated options market′　because of the strong mu-

tuality of interests and affiliations that cou|d exist be-

tween firms or individuals operating in the two markets,*

the many possibilities∴that wou|d be present for reciprocal

favors, and the pervasive importance to member firms of

maintaining the goodwi|l of the stock specialists.

Nor would it make any significant difference

Whether∴亡he NYS圏　used a competing markeトmaker system or

a specialist∴system in its options market. Extending the

PreSent SPeCia|ist∴system to the options market might hasten

the day′　but all the factors that in all likelihood would

result in extending the NYSE-s stock dominance into the

OPtions market would be basica|ly operative regardless of

the trading system that∴NYSE might adopt for its options

marke亡.　That is to say, Since these factors (as seen at

PP. 6-9　above) relate part|y to NYSE's overwhe|ming power

and resources∴and part|y to the c|ose interre|ationships

between options and underlying stocks and between their

respective markets, and since these factors (as p°inted

Out in the preceding paragraph) would be effective even
assuming permanent separation of the NYSE-s trading floors.

the use of a specialist∴system on the NYSE options f|oor

WOuld merely be cumulative in relation to the other forces

that, in any event, WOuld be like|y to impair drastically,

Or eVen destroy, effec亡ive competition in options trading.
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F.　Conclusion.

Although we believe the NYSEis creation of an

options market would raise serious questions under∴the anti-

trust lawsI it is not necessary to show an antitrust viola-

tion in order to establish that there would be an unneces-

sary and inappropriate iiburden on competition11 withinヒhe

meaning of the　|934　Act.

Intermarket competition is an important feature

of the options market todayI and it is∴the po|icy of the

議書n嵩P器C議dm霊塁_S#hw謹書…器,豊her
by acquisition or otherwise′　and whether or not there would

be physica| separation between stock trading and options

trading -- WOuld almost inevitably mean that the NYSEis

present dominance of the stock market would sooner or later
encompass the options market as well.

The result would not be to　"add a sixth competi-

tor.1'　because in al| 1ikelihood the role of the present

competitors would be reduced to approximately that of the

NYSE-s competitors in stock trading. Indeed, there wou|d

very like|y be a two-Way burden on competition′　becallSe

the NYSE-s dominance of the options market would tend to

藩蕊eN露盤悪霊詰霊器葦霜害需3m器霊
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